In this paper, the main results obtained in the framework of a National French Agency project called DISFAT, standing for ''Dissipation in Fatigue", are presented. The project was dedicated to the microplastic mechanisms leading to crack initiation in the case of ductile metals loaded in very high cycle fatigue. Fatigue tests were carried out at 20 kHz using an ultrasonic facility. In order to investigate the microplastic mechanisms, slip markings at the surface of the specimens were observed and the self-heating of the specimen during the tests was measured by thermography to deduce the dissipated energy.
Introduction
Nowadays, many components used in aircraft, automobile and railway industries are required to have a fatigue life exceeding 10 7 cycles, corresponding to the so-called ''very high cycle fatigue regime" (VHCF or the gigacycle regime). Ultrasonic fatigue facilities with frequencies in the range of tens of kilohertz are capable of producing 10 10 cycles in less than one week while it would take three years using conventional fatigue machine. Two systems exist in literature. In the first type of systems, the load is continuously applied during the test [1, 2] while in the second type, the load is applied discontinuously by blocks of cycles (pulse and pause modes) to avoid self-heating [3] . In parallel, new data analysis methods were developed. These methods involved infrared imaging techniques and aimed at assessing the dissipated energy associated with the cyclic loading [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In contrast to conventional fatigue tests, detecting irreversible microstructural changes using cyclic stress-strain curve analysis is no more possible, at ultrasonic frequencies, at least with conventional measurement systems, since the macroscopic behavior is quasi-elastic. To cope with this problem, the thermal signature of the deformation mechanisms was used. Self-heating of metallic materials is often related to microplasticity, i.e. the glide of dislocations, and progressively, to damage development. However, temperature fields depend on the distribution of dissipative sources but also on the environment and specimen geometry. That is why dissipated energy fields reflecting intrinsically internal changes of the material were preferred despite the experimental difficulties to overcome. The French National Agency supported from 2009 to 2014 a research project, named DISFAT, dedicated to dissipation in the very high cycle fatigue regime. It is recalled that Professor Claude Bathias initiated French research in the VHCF domain. Since the 1980 s, he contributed to develop the ultrasonic fatigue device and advocated its wider use. His outstanding contributions in this field are internationally recognized. Professor Claude Bathias participated actively in the DISFAT project and all co-authors consider it an honor and a duty to dedicate this review to his memory. Indeed, the aim of this paper is to synthesize the method we developed to identify dissipation fields that occur during ultrasonic fatigue tests and to present the main results we obtained. In this paper, polycrystalline copper, a-brass and a-iron (which contains a low amount of carbon) were studied. The materials investigated are all single-phase ductile materials. However, while copper and abrass have a face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure, a-iron is body-centered cubic (bcc). These materials are so-called type I materials [9] , in which crack initiation occurs at the surface owing to accumulation of very small but irreversible slips over very large numbers of load cycles resulting in slip markings. Here, the term ''irreversible" is associated with cyclic slip processes inducing permanent or irreversible microstructural changes in the material resulting in damaging notch-peak geometries at the surface. The aim of this paper is to investigate the qualitative correlation between the dissipated energy and the slip markings for the three materials of interest during fatigue tests conducted at 20 kHz using an ultrasonic device and to compare the material responses. Some results obtained on copper and a-iron have been published [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . These results are summarized and completed in order to compare the fracture, thermal and microstructural responses in VHCF.
The findings concerning a-brass are completely new.
Material and experimental procedure

Experimental setup
The fatigue specimens were cylindrical and flat hourglass shaped. The fatigue tests were carried out at 20 kHz using an ultrasonic fatigue device. The latter allows to produce very high number of cycles in a reasonable time. In addition, high frequency loading raises the intrinsic dissipation and so induces large temperature variations whose low frequency components are easily detectable even by standard thermal measurement devices.
The ultrasonic fatigue facility was composed of a piezoelectric transducer which converted an electrical signal into a displacement and a horn which amplified the vibration and transmitted it to a specimen screwed on the horn and free of stress at its bottom extremity [1] [2] [3] (Fig. 1 ). The convertor, the horn and the ''elastic" specimen composed a dynamic system designed so that its free resonant frequency in the first longitudinal mode was 20 kHz. Using a laser extensometer, the relationship between the displacement amplitude at the horn edge and the input electrical signal was obtained. Assuming pure linear elastic behavior, the strain and stress distributions along the specimen were estimated by a onedimensional calculation for both specimen geometries. The calculated strain amplitude was checked to match the experimental measurement obtained by strain gages. Fig. 2 presents the geometry and the stress amplitude distribution in copper specimens [11] .
Materials
Commercial OFHC (oxygen-free) copper (99.95% purity) and abrass were investigated. The a-brass material contained 15 wt% Zn and 85 wt% Cu. The polycrystalline materials were hot rolled and supplied by Griset Company. The thickness of the hot rolled plate was 14 mm. The specimens were taken from the center of the plate. The a-iron was drawn from Armco iron extruded bars or sheets. The carbon content was 80 wt. ppm. Electron Back Scattering Diffraction maps of the three materials are shown in Fig. 3 . The mean grain size was about 30 lm for the copper and a-iron polycrystals and about 10 lm for a-brass. The copper and a-brass polycrystals contained many annealed twins. In order to relieve the residual stress without any change of microstructure, the copper and a-brass specimens were heat treated by annealing for 60 min at 250°C and 350°C, respectively. Then, a procedure of mechanical and electrolytical polishing was applied to remove all hardened surface layers of the specimens. Before testing, the specimens were mirror polished without adding residual stresses. The Young moduli were taken as E = 130 GPa for copper and a-brass and E = 210 GPa for a-iron.
Experimental procedure
The S-N curve of the materials in the VHCF regime was first established. In order to avoid heating at high stress amplitudes, the specimens were cooled by a cold air gun during the test till rupture. Cylindrical specimens for copper and flat specimens for a-brass and a-iron were fatigued up to failure at various stress amplitudes. The stress ratio R r = r max /r min was equal to À1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used for fracture surface analysis. The inception and development of slip markings on the surface of the specimens were examined after interrupted tests at very low stress amplitudes using the flat specimens. This specimen geometry is suitable to observe the surface while assessing temperature fields with an infrared (IR) camera to derive the corresponding intrinsic dissipation patterns. One of the two flat faces of the specimen was black painted to carry out temperature measurements. The experiments were periodically interrupted after several specified numbers of cycles for surface observations.
Calorimetric analysis
Heat diffusion model
Ultrasonic fatigue tests involve dynamic mechanical processes. However, they are considered as quasi-static processes from a thermodynamic standpoint (see the statement of the local state axiom in [16] ). Accordingly, the equilibrium material state can be described by a finite set of variables such as the absolute temperature T, the (small) strain tensor e and a vector a of N internal state variables. Accounting for the local expressions of the first and second principles of Thermodynamics, and considering the Fourier heat conduction law, the local heat diffusion equation can be expressed as:
where q is the mass density, C ¼ ÀTw; TT the specific heat, w the Helmholtz free energy, k the conduction tensor. The left hand side of this equation is a differential operator applied to T. The right hand side states different heat sources: the intrinsic dissipation d 1 ¼ r : _ e À qw; e : _ e À qw; a Á _ a, where r is the Cauchy stress tensor, the thermoelastic source s the , the other possible thermomechanical coupling sources s thc (with s the þ s thc ¼ qTw; Te : _ e þ qTw; Ta Á _ a) and the external volume heat supply r ext . We supposed that only dissipative and thermoelastic sources occurred during the material fatigue. We also considered that the mean thermoelastic source per cycle vanished. Finally, considering the maximum frame rate of the IR system (100 Hz) and the cyclic loading frequency (20 kHz), we only focused on the mean dissipated energy per cycle. Following [4, 5] , hypotheses were considered to simplify the local heat diffusion equation:
The isotropic conduction tensor k and the parameters q and C were constant, independent of the state variables. Thermoelastic effects were the only thermomechanical coupling factors considered hereafter. The thermal gradients varied slowly during the tests as compared to the characteristic cyclic loading time because of the thermal inertia. Besides, for such periodic loading, the mean velocity field was null over a cycle. As a result, the convective terms of the total time derivative of the temperature were neglected. The external heat supply was time-independent. The equilibrium temperature field T 0 fulfilled ÀkDT 0 = r ext . The temperature changes were expressed h = T À T 0 .
Considering these hypotheses, the local 3D heat diffusion equation was rewritten into the simpler following form:
For thin flat specimens, it was shown that the mean temperature over the sample thickness hðt; x; yÞ remained close to the corresponding surface temperature h IR (t, x, y) given by the IR camera. An averaged heat diffusion equation over the sample thickness was then advantageously considered. Moreover, in the VHCF domain, the loading frequency (20 kHz), the maximum frame rate of the IR camera (100 Hz) and the considered stress ranges made the thermoelastic sources out of reach. During the VHCF tests, the temperature oscillations induced by the thermoelastic effects were not detected and only the mean dissipated energy per cycle could be derived from the discrete, noisy thermal data. The reader interesting in this tricky metrological and image processing problems can refer to [5] and more recently to [10, 17] .
Distributions of dissipated energy per cycle
Integrated over n loading cycles, the 2D heat diffusion model was finally formulated as: [11] ) and (c) a-iron (from [14] ).
between the front and back specimen faces and the surroundings, where h and e were the heat exchange coefficient and the sample thickness, respectively. The construction of the heat source distribution via Eq. (3) required the evaluation of partial derivative operators applied to noisy digital signals. To compute reliable estimates of heat sources, it was then necessary to reduce the noise amplitude without modifying the spatial and temporal thermal gradients. Among several possible methods, a special local least-squares fitting of the thermal signal was considered in this work. The local fitting function h fit of the temperature charts was chosen as:
where the functions p i (x, y), i = 1,2, are 2nd order polynomials in x and y. These polynomials enabled us to account for the possible spatial heterogeneity of the source patterns. A linear function of time was chosen, assuming that the dissipative fatigue mechanisms slowly progressed and could be piece-wise linearized, throughout the short time intervals corresponding to each approximation zone. The 2D fields of dissipated energy per cycle were computed over rectangle L Â l centered on the sample gage part. In practice, L was about 6 mm and l about 2 mm. Longitudinal profiles of mean dissipated energy per cycle were directly derived averaging the 2D dissipated energy fields in the width direction.
The mean dissipated energy hW d iðtÞ averaged over the sample gage part was simply computed as:
In the following, the dissipative deformation mechanisms of the materials under investigations were discussed in terms of (i) W d , fields of dissipated energy per cycle (cf. Eq. (3)), (ii) W d , profiles of dissipated energy per cycle (cf. Eq. (5)) and (iii) hW d i, mean dissipated averaged over the sample gage part (cf. Eq. (6)).
Results
S-N curves
The S-N curves of the three materials obtained after cooled fatigue tests are shown in Fig. 4 . Specimens which did not fail (runnouts) are marked with arrows. The fatigue strength was found to decrease by 10 MPa per decade above 2 Â 10 7 cycles for the three materials. No failure was observed at Dr/2 = 91.2 MPa up to 5.4 Â 10 9 cycles for copper and at Dr/2 = 190 MPa up to 6.5 Â 10 9 cycles for a-iron, for which the tests were stopped. All the a-brass specimens were broken, and no fatigue test was carried out for Dr/2 below 164 MPa and number of cycles in excess of 1.5 Â 10 9 cycles. Results obtained for copper were consistent with Stanzl-Tschegg et al.'s experimental results obtained on polycrystalline copper of similar purity [18, 19] . For the three materials, no horizontal asymptote that can be related to a fatigue limit was detected up to 10 10 cycles. However, a reference endurance limit r D , also called fatigue limit in the following, was considered for the three materials for the need of material comparisons. It was estimated at the value of the fatigue strength at 10 9 cycles from the S-N curves obtained with a cooling system. r D was found equal to 90 MPa for copper, 164 MPa for a-brass and 190 MPa for a-iron specimens, respectively.
Fractographic observations
Fracture surface observations showed that surface failure occurred for the three materials as commonly observed for type I materials [9, 20, 21] . When slip markings were observed on the three materials, it was checked whether they were persistent slip bands (PSBs). For this purpose, the fatigue test was interrupted, the surface was electropolished, and fatigue was resumed. The slip bands were regarded as persistent slip bands, if they reappeared at the same sites. For copper and a-iron specimens, microcracks were observed at grain boundaries located between a grain with PSBs and another grain without PSBs in the vicinity of the grain boundary (Figs. 5 and 6a). For copper specimens, the VHCF crack initiated at such grain boundaries while for a-iron specimens, PSBs crossing grains were found to be additional crack initiation locations ( Fig. 6b ). For a-brass, the crack initiation location was not clearly identified in the studied specimens. copper, a-brass and a-iron specimens during fatigue tests without cooling. The higher the stress range, the higher the self-heating. For the three materials, the stress amplitude ranges corresponded approximately to stress amplitudes ranging from 42% to 66% of material fatigue endurance r D . Table 1 specifies the stress amplitude ranges for the three materials. The self-heating was found less than 20°C for copper specimens loaded between 41 MPa and 56 MPa, less than 90°C for a-brass specimens loaded between 72 MPa and 100 MPa and less than 80°C for a-iron specimens loaded between 80 MPa and 125 MPa. In order to assess the evolution of self-heating with increasing numbers of cycles, the selfheating was normalized to a reference self-heating temperature h Ref , arbitrarily chosen as the self-heating obtained at a stress amplitude of about 60% of the endurance limit r D , namely h Ref = 10°C for copper, h Ref = 60°C for a-brass and h Ref = 55°C for a-iron. This normalization allowed having similar scales for the three materials (Fig. 7) . The temperature had a sharp increase at the beginning of the test, allowed by quasi-adiabatic conditions. Then, the self-heating gradually increased up to 10 6 cycles for the three materials. It should be noted that the scale for the number of cycles is different for the three graphs of Fig. 7 . In the case of copper, 10 8 cycles were reached ( Fig. 7a ), in the case of a-iron, [18, 19] . Specimens which did not fail (runnouts) are marked with arrows.
Self-heating
( Fig. 7b and c ). However, a clear difference in thermal response was observed for copper and a-iron between 10 6 and 10 7 cycles.
No change in temperature was experimentally measured at low stress amplitudes (80, 90 and 100 MPa) for a-iron. A thermal steady-state was thus reached after 5 Â 10 6 cycles. For higher stress amplitudes (110 and 125 MPa), the self-heating change remained very slight. In contrast, in the case of copper, the temperature always increased with increasing numbers of cycles and no steady state was found for all the studied stress amplitudes even up to 10 8 cycles. In the case of a-brass, a test at a stress amplitude of 75 MPa was carried out up to 10 7 cycles (Fig. 7c ). The selfheating was found to be constant after about 6 Â 10 7 cycles. This thermal response is thus different from that of copper but similar to that of a-iron one for the same normalized stress amplitude ($45%). For the three materials, the initiation of fracture led to a final sharp temperature increase. It should be noted that selfheating was detected for all the stress amplitudes studied. Fig. 8a exhibits the 2D temperature map of an a-iron specimen loaded at a stress amplitude of 120 MPa up to 5 Â 10 6 cycles with-out cooling system. The 2D dissipated energy W d map over the black rectangle was derived from the temperature map (Fig. 8b) . The dissipated energy field was clearly inhomogeneous and displayed a not very well defined zone for which it was the highest. This zone was roughly consistent with the zone for which the stress amplitude gradient profile was maximum: the stress amplitude was the highest in the center of the specimen (represented by the black dotted line in Fig. 8b ) and was almost constant 1.5 mm apart from the center (see also Fig. 2 ). However, the place corresponding to the highest dissipated energy (red 2 in Fig. 8b ) was thinner. Thus, the dissipated energy profile was more concentrated than the stress amplitude profile. It was also slightly shifted with regard to the center of the specimen. In addition some small spots of dissipated energy (green-yellow zones in Fig. 8b ) occurred further away from the specimen center. The dissipated energy gradients remained small in the width direction of the specimen, justifying the use of profiles of dissipated energy per cycle. dissipated energy was not highest at the specimen center but at the place, where most slip markings were found. Fig. 10 displays the dissipated energy profile along the specimen axis at the beginning, in the middle and at the end (rupture) of a fatigue test carried out on a-iron without cooling system. The dissipated energy globally increased with increasing numbers of cycles. It should be noted that the dissipated energy maximum moved slightly along the specimen axis during cycling. As the dissipated energy zone developed, it became more and more concentrated and was finally located in the zone in which the final rupture took place. In summary, for such single-phase ductile materials, the dissipation energy field was related to the overall stress amplitude field but depended also on the local heterogeneities within the material leading to a non-perfect match between stress amplitude and dissipated energy profiles. The zone of highest plastic activity, identified as the zone having the largest number of slip bands, corresponded to the zone of highest dissipated energy. The dissipative mechanisms of plasticity and crack initiation presumably localized during cycling, leading to strong localization of dissipated energy and the final rupture of the specimen. to calculate the mean dissipated energy hW d i averaged over 6 Â 2 mm 2 area at the specimen center (see 3.2). The mean dissipated energy in fatigued copper was plotted as a function of the number of cycles for four stress amplitudes ranging from 51% to 80% of r D (Fig. 11a ). It should be noted that the number of cycles were plotted on a logarithmic scale which gave a concave upwards curve while on a linear scale, the curve was convex upwards. The tests carried out at stress amplitudes of 46, 51 and 56 MPa were interrupted at 10 6 , 10 7 and 10 8 cycles to observe the surface of the specimens by scanning electron microscopy, as shown in Fig. 11b .
Profile of dissipated energy per cycle W d
At a stress amplitude of 46 MPa, the mean dissipated energy increased slightly during cycling up to 10 8 cycles, as shown in the zoomed insert in Fig. 11a . However, no slip band was observed up to 10 8 cycles on the specimen surface ( Fig. 11b) . At a stress amplitude of 51 MPa, the mean dissipated energy again increased during cycling, and the change in dissipation was somewhat stronger than at a stress amplitude of 46 MPa. No slip band was observed at 10 7 cycles. However, straight, short and very fine slip bands were found after 10 8 cycles. The black stains in the micrograph in Fig. 11b corresponded to marks of black paint used on the opposite surface of the specimen in order to perform IR temperature measurements. At a stress amplitude of 56 MPa, a similar mean dissipated energy evolution curve was noted but the value of the mean dissipated energy value was higher than the value found at lower stress amplitudes. Slip bands were detected at 10 7 cycles and clearly grew and multiplied with increasing numbers of cycles. At a stress amplitude of 72 MPa, the mean dissipated energy was found to be much higher and increased steeply during cycling. Many straight slip bands were observed. They were clearly longer and wider than the slip bands observed at the stress amplitude of 51 MPa. All the results obtained on fatigued copper demonstrated that a clear relationship existed between the dissipated energy and the slip bands on the specimen surface. The highest dissipated energy location corresponded to the zone having the largest number of slip bands and the change in dissipation was accompanied by a change in the quantity of slip bands. The copper specimens were found to dissipate energy even, when no slip band was observed on the specimen surface. A significant self-heating of about 1.5°C was found for a stress amplitude as low as 15 MPa but it was too low to assess reliable intrinsic dissipation from Eq.
.
4.4.3.2.
Case of a-iron. Fig. 12a exhibits the evolution of the mean self-heating during cycling for an a-iron specimen at a stress amplitude of 120 MPa, corresponding to about 63% of r D . As already mentioned in Section 4.3, a thermal quasi-steady-state was reached after a large number of cycles. The mean dissipated energy was also found to be nearly constant after a large number of cycles. Fig. 13 shows optical micrographs of the surface of an a-iron specimen fatigued at a stress amplitude of 110 MPa (58% of r D ). The test was interrupted at 10 8 and 2 Â 10 9 cycles for observation of the surface. Some persistent slip markings were detected. They occurred in very few grains and covered the whole grain surfaces. The neighbor grains did not exhibit any slip markings. Persistent slip markings did not progress from 10 8 cycles and 2 Â 10 9 cycles, but broadened very slightly [15] . These results on a-iron demonstrated that, in contrast to the observations on fatigued copper and for similar stress amplitudes with regard to r D , the dissipated energy strongly increased when the fatigue test started but then did not change any more after large number of cycles. The constancy of the dissipated energy is consistent with the fact that the slip markings did not seem to change much during further fatigue of a-iron.
4.4.3.3.
Case of a-brass. Fig. 14a shows the evolution of the mean self-heating during cycling deformation of an a-brass specimen at a stress amplitude of 75 MPa (45% of r D ). It corresponds to the earlier Fig. 7c , with the original ordinate scale (relative temperature) replaced by absolute temperature. As in the case of a-iron, a thermal quasi-steady-state was reached after a large number of cycles. However, as opposed to the case of a-iron, the mean dissipated energy hW d i was found to increase during cycling deformation (Fig. 14b ). The dissipative behavior of a-bass is thus similar to that of copper. Fig. 15 shows micrographs of the surface of an abrass specimen after 10 6 cycles at a stress amplitude of 134 MPa (82% of r D ). The PSBs are straight and long. Some are along twin boundaries and others cross the grains. They are inclined at an angle of $45°from the loading axis. Some PSBs were transmitted through a grain or twin boundary (indicated by dotted line arrows). At some places (indicated by (1)), the transmission occurred through two boundaries and the slip bands in the first and third grains are parallel, suggesting that the second grain, in the middle, is a twin embedded into the matrix. As far as slip band evolution is concerned, the slip bands were found to grow in length and in width with increasing numbers of cycles in good agreement with the dissipative response.
The numbers of cycles needed to form the early persistent slip markings as a function of the stress amplitude are shown in Fig. 16 . For the sake of comparison, the data in the case of copper were added. They were published in a previous paper [11] . At a given stress amplitude, the test was regularly interrupted to observe the slip markings on the specimen surface. In Fig. 16 , the experimental data indicate the last observation before slip markings appeared and the next observation when the early slip markings were first detected using SEM. Similarly to copper, the stress amplitude decreased linearly with the logarithm of increasing numbers of cycles necessary to form the early slip markings. No slip marking was observed in the region below the data. Above them, persistent slip bands were present at the surface of the specimens. In the case of a-brass, no slip band was observed at 10 10cycles below 62 MPa. In the case of copper, no slip band was observed at 2 Â 10 9 cycles below 41 MPa [11] and at 10 10 cycles below 34 MPa [18] . The decreasing slope of the early PSbs curve was slightly stronger in the case of a-brass than in the case of copper.
4.4.3.4. Mean dissipated energy per cycle hW d i-stress amplitude curve for the three materials. Fig. 17a shows the mean dissipated energy per cycle hW d i at 10 6 cycles as a function of the stress amplitude normalized by the fatigue limit r D for the three materials. The mean dissipated energy for the three materials changed slightly with stress amplitudes when the latter were low but increased steeply above a specific range of stress amplitudes. The dissipated energy for a-brass was found to increase steeply for lower stress amplitudes normalized with respect to the fatigue limit than for copper and a-iron. It should be noted that, in the case of a-iron, only the dissipated energy corresponding to the low stress amplitude range was measured. Fig. 17b exhibits the same results, but the stress amplitudes were normalized with respect to the ultimate tensile stress UTS (232 MPa for copper, 306 MPa for a-brass and 400 MPa for a-iron) instead of the fatigue limit. The difference between the curves is clearly reduced showing that the dissipated energy is very similar for the three materials. Fig. 11b shows a micrograph of the surface of a copper specimen observed after 10 7 fatigue loadings at a stress amplitude of about 34% of the ultimate tensile stress (72 MPa). Fig. 13a shows the same for an a-iron specimen after 10 8 cycles and for a similar stress amplitude range, normalized with respect to the ultimate tensile stress. Fig. 15 exhibits the same for an a-brass specimen after 10 6 cycles and a similar normalized stress amplitude range.
Discussion
Morphology, location of persistent slip bands
In the case of copper and a-brass specimens, the slip bands were straight and long and crossed the grains. They gathered in families of about ten parallel slip markings and occurred in many grains. Both materials contained annealed twins. Phung et al. [11, 12] demonstrated that twin boundaries inclined at an angle of $45°w ere preferential sites for appearance of early slip markings for copper cyclically loaded at very low stress amplitudes because of strong stress concentrations due to anisotropic elasticity and the existence of well-oriented slip planes parallel to the twin boundary plane. At higher stress amplitudes such as 34% of the ultimate tensile stress, local stresses were high enough to generate slip bands in the whole well-oriented grain. These slip bands were associated with the persistent slip bands commonly observed in the low and high cycle fatigue regimes [22] . In most of the cases, PSBs did not transmit through grain boundaries. However, Figs. 11b and 15 revealed that some PSBs were transmitted through a grain or twin boundary (indicated by dotted line arrows). The PSB transmission process was found more prevalent for a-brass than that of copper.
The stress concentrations at twin or grain boundaries are expected to be stronger for a-brass than for copper. Indeed, the anisotropy coefficient is much higher for a-brass than for copper (8 versus 3.3). As a result, the strain incompatibilities were stronger. Besides, the stacking fault energy of a-brass is lower (<10 mJ/m 2 with respect to about 40 mJ/m 2 for copper [23] ). As a result, cross slip events occured more rarely which favored dislocation pile-ups. (1) Fig. 11 . Evolution of the mean dissipated energy hW d i in fatigued copper as a function of the number of cycles (logarithmic scale). No cooling system was used: (a) evolution for various stress amplitudes, with zoomed example of recording at 46 MPa. (b) Scanning electron micrographs of the surface of the specimens after interruption of the fatigue tests after 10 7 and 10 8 cycles. The loading axis is horizontal. The white dotted line arrow on the micrograph corresponding to 72 MPa indicates slip bands transmitted through twin boundaries. The ''(1)" indicates that the transmission occurred through two boundaries revealing the presence of a twin and two twin boundaries. The higher stress concentrations, due to both anisotropy coefficient and dislocation pile-ups, at twin or grain boundaries, promoted the activation of plasticity and slip band emergence in the neighbor grain more frequently in a-brass than in copper.
While the PSBs in copper and a-brass were straight, the PSBs in a-iron were wavy. Similar wavy persistent slip markings were observed by Mughrabi et al. [24] on single crystals of a-iron containing 30 wt. ppm carbon after cyclic loading. More recently, similar wavy PSBs, crossing one grain, were observed by Munier [25] on a high-strength-low-alloy steel containing a ferritic phase like a-iron, after fatigue at 30 Hz. The presence of wavy slip lines reveals that cross slip occurred easily [26] . The 20 kHz fatigue tests induced strain rates ranging between 10 s À1 and 100 s À1 according to the prescribed displacement. As a result, the transition temperature between the thermally activated regime (low-temperature mode of deformation of bcc metals) and the athermal regime raised above room temperature [24] so that ''low-temperature" behavior prevailed at room temperature. In the present case, this is considered to be also true even if self-heating occurred (see end of Section 5.2). In pure iron, screw dislocations are almost immobile at room temperature, while edge dislocations move quite easily. The present a-iron was not pure and contained 80 wt. ppm carbon. In the presence of the interstitial carbon solute atoms, the edge dislocations are slowed down so that the mobilities of edge and screw dislocations become comparable like in fcc metals [27] . Once screw dislocations in bcc metals are mobile, they can cross slip readily. Moreover, the frequency of cross slip of screw dislocations is favored by the fact that the h1 1 1i slip directions are contained in each of the {1 1 0}, {1 1 2} and {1 2 3} slip planes, all of which thus are possible cross slip planes. The number of possible cross slip planes is thus higher for bcc than fcc metals (only two in the latter case). As a result, the slip is wavy and the local slip irreversibility in the wavy PSBs increases. That explains why the PSBs were wavy in the case of a-iron. The PSBs were found only within a grain. a-Iron does not contain any twins. Its anisotropy elastic coefficient is 2.4 [28] and thus lower than for copper and a-brass. As a result, the appearance of the slip markings was controlled more by the grain orientation than by neighboring effects and misorientations at grain boundaries. Therefore, PSBs crossed the grains which were most favorably oriented for plastic deformation.
Mean dissipated energy per cycle hW d i during cycling
In high cycle fatigue tests, a thermal steady-state occurs sometimes. In such conditions, the intrinsic dissipation is balanced by the heat losses, and the dissipated energy per cycle can be considered as a constant induced by a constant population of microdefects. In the case of very high cycle fatigue tests, for stress amplitudes ranging from 20% to 30% of the UTS, a growing dissipation during cycling was observed in the case of copper and a-brass.
Thus, the microstructural state progressed cycle by cycle that was assessed via a permanent evolution of the slip bands on the surface of the specimens. The development of PSBs on the surface of the specimens with increasing numbers of cycles indicates that the macroscopic plastic strain amplitude increased. As ultrasonic fatigue tests were total strain-controlled tests, the macroscopic stress amplitude was deduced to decrease. The plastic strain amplitude increase is related to the rearrangement of dislocations leading to highly strain accommodating within the grains (mostly in PSBs). From a thermodynamic standpoint, considering that, ideally, the fatigue limit is associated with no change of dissipated and stored energy from one cycle to another [10] , no stress amplitude between 20% and 30% of UTS (corresponding to 45% up to 80% of r D ) can be considered as a true fatigue limit. It seems that ''there is no infinite fatigue life" as claimed Claude Bathias in [29] . Studying evolution of the dissipated energy beyond 10 9 -10 10 cycles would be necessary to conclude on the existence of a fatigue limit. Comparing Figs. 4 and 16 show that, for a specified number of cycles, the stress amplitude required to break the specimen was about twice larger than the stress amplitude needed to form the early PSBs for both fcc metals. In the case of copper, Stanzl-Tschegg et al. [19] observed many short intergranular and transgranular cracks below r D (90 MPa). However, they demonstrated that the associated stress intensity factors were lower than the stress intensity threshold necessary for crack growth. Consequently, the short cracks did not propagate. Fatigue failure required to increase the stress amplitudes. The transition between crack initiation to propagation still needs clarification.
In contrast to the case of copper, the evolution of the dissipated energy reached a constant value in the case of a-iron loaded at 120 MPa (30% of UTS) up to 10 8 cycles. Considering the lowtemperature deformation mode for the studied a-iron, cyclic hardening and microstructural changes are almost negligible for plastic strain magnitude below 5 Â 10 À4 [24] . The screw dislocations are nearly immobile. The edge dislocations move to-and-fro in a non-hardening quasi reversible manner. That motion leads to a constant dissipated energy and no change in stored energy with increasing numbers of cycles. This mechanism could occur in most of the grains of the a-iron studied here. However, the rare grains exhibiting wavy slip bands revealed the presence of cross slip of screw dislocations as discussed in Section 5.1. In the case of airon single crystal, cyclically loaded at controlled plastic strain amplitude of $10 À4 and plastic strain rate below 10 À2 s À1 , Mughrabi et al. [30] observed constant stress amplitude (no hardening) and minor increase of dislocation density with increasing numbers of cycles. They concluded that the negligible cyclic hardening was the consequence of strongly impeded dislocation multiplication. At larger plastic strain amplitudes ($10 À3 ), the multiplication of dislocations was easier leading to strain-hardening but which rapidly saturated because the multiplication is balanced by annihilation of screw dislocation which cross slips. In the present case, the macroscopic strain amplitudes varied between 2 Â 10 À4 and 6 Â 10 À4 . Thus, the macroscopic plastic strain is expected to be below copper, a-brass and a-iron as a function of stress amplitudes normalized with respect to (a) the fatigue limit r D or (b) the ultimate tensile stress. 10 À4 . As a result, the deformation was likely accommodated by the to-and-fro of edge dislocations occurring in most of the grains. Screw dislocations were certainly more mobile in the welloriented grain for plasticity as discussed in Section 5.1. The value of the dissipated energy of the two mechanisms is difficult to estimate. However, it is expected to remain quasi-constant with increasing numbers of cycles since no significant microstructural state changes are associated with these mechanisms. As a result, in the case of a-iron loaded between 80 and 120 MPa, after a transition regime of cycling, the macroscopic dissipated energy (considered as the spatial average of the microscopic dissipated energy) remained constant with increasing numbers of cycles.
The microstructural state remained also nearly unchanged. No final fatigue failure is thus expected at very high number of fatigue suggesting that there is a fatigue limit in that case. It should be noted that the self-heating of the specimen (80°C at 120 MPa) does not change the low-temperature mechanisms mentioned above. Indeed, Campbell and Fergusson [31] showed that for steels containing 0.12 wt% of carbon, so not so far form the present airon, the transition temperature was shifted to 130-400°C for strain rate ranging from 10 s À1 to 100 s À1 . Plastic deformation was thus still mainly controlled by thermally activated mechanisms during the present tests.
Level of mean dissipated energy per cycle hW d i level for the three materials
The mean dissipated energy per cycle hW d i versus stress amplitude curve normalized with respect to UTS, determined after 10 7cycles, was found very similar for the three materials ( Fig. 17) . That result proves, once again, that the dissipated energy came from plastic strain (glide of dislocations). The change in the slope of the curve (transition domain) is around 30% of UTS. In the case of copper, below this value (70 MPa), the surface of the specimens displayed slip bands. They were isolated and concentrated in few grains as observed for copper loaded at 56 MPa (24% of UTS) (Fig. 11b ). Above this value, slip bands covered the surface of many grains (see Fig. 11b for copper loaded at 72 MPa (31% of UTS)). In the case of a-brass, below 30% of UTS (90 MPa), the early slip band vs stress amplitude curve ( Fig. 16 ) showed that no slip band was observed at 10 7 cycles. About 8 Â 10 7 cycles were necessary to observe the early slip bands. Above 30% of UTS, many slip bands were observed (see Fig. 15 at 134 MPa (44% of UTS)). In the case of a-iron, slip bands were detected at 30% of UTS (120 MPa) at 10 8cycles as illustrated in Fig. 13 . From these results, it is not possible to correlate the appearance of slip bands to the sharp increase in dissipated energy in contrast with pioneer works on ultrasonic fatigue tests carried out by Mason and co-authors [32] . Interestingly, Mason and co-authors studied the relationship between internal friction and strain amplitude (push-pull loading) using ultrasonic device for OFHC copper, a-brass and a-iron (probably pure iron). The internal friction was found to be independent on strain amplitudes up to a critical value above which a sharp increase in internal friction was found. They associated the first region with anelastic mechanisms attributed to the bowing out of dislocations moving in a pinning network. The sharp increase in internal friction was associated with inelastic mechanisms due to the breaking of dislocations from the network pinning. That conclusion was supported by the observation of the early isolated slip bands on the surface of the specimens. More recently, from mean stress effect analysis, Mareau et al. [33] also associated the region of quasi-constant (or slight increase) in dissipated energy vs stress amplitude with anelastic mechanisms in the case of low-frequency fatigue test carried out on ferritic steels. In contrast, from EBSD and misorientation analysis, Munier [25] concluded that, in the case of ferritic steels, cyclically loaded at low frequency, inelastic rather than anelastic mechanisms occurred. In the present case, the observation of slip bands on the surface of the specimen suggests that inelastic mechanisms occurred at low stress amplitudes but probably only in few grains due to stress heterogeneities. Reasoning from macroscopic values such as the macroscopic stress amplitude and the dissipated energy is clearly not sufficient to deduce the occurrence of deformation and dissipative mechanisms at the local state. The transition between the slight to sharp rise in dissipated energy vs stress amplitude probably expressed an increase in numbers of grain displaying inelastic mechanisms, irreversible slip and early short cracks.
Conclusion
Very high cycle fatigue tests were conducted on three ductile single-phase polycrystalline materials (copper, abrass and airon) using an ultrasonic technique at a loading frequency of 20 kHz. Slip markings and self-heating at the surface of the specimens were investigated to reveal microplastic mechanisms that occurred during the fatigue tests. The three materials were found to display similar behaviors:
Their fatigue strength decreased by 10 MPa per decade above 10 7 cycles and no horizontal asymptote was detected.
In the case of copper, a-brass and a-iron, the cracks leading to final fracture initiated at the surface of the specimens. In the case of copper, they grew intergranularly between one grain with slip markings and another grain without slip markings.
In the case of a-iron, they grew transgranularly and intergranularly. The location of highest dissipated energy corresponded to the site of highest slip band activity, and the change in dissipation was accompanied by the development of slip bands. The level of dissipated energy per cycle was very similar for the three materials for ranges of stress amplitude below 30% of the static ultimate tensile stress. The transition between the slight to sharp rise in dissipated energy vs stress amplitude probably was attributed to an increase in the numbers of grain displaying inelastic mechanisms, irreversible slip and early short cracks.
However, the following differences between the three metals were noted:
Both fcc materials exhibited a gradual increase in dissipated energy with increasing numbers of cycles at any stress amplitudes, while in bcc a-iron, a stable dissipative state was reached at least for stress amplitudes below 65% of the fatigue limit at 10 9 cycles. The morphology and location of slip markings were similar for both fcc materials but different for the bcc a-iron. In the case of copper and a-brass, the slip bands were straight, long, and parallel. They occurred in many grains, and some of them were transmitted through grain or twin boundaries. In the case of airon, they were wavy and crossed very few grains. These differences were related to the different anisotropic elastic coefficients and the difference in slip mode between fcc and bcc metals.
